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Client Introduction:In this role you will have the opportunity to work closely with one of our

esteemed clients known for its commitment to quality and innovation. They have chosen Dautom

as their trusted partner for their upcoming projects.Job Title: Flutter DeveloperAs a Flutter

Developer you will be responsible for designing developing and maintaining crossplatform mobile

applications using the Flutter framework. You will work closely with our team of designers

developers and product managers to deliver highquality mobile apps that provide exceptional

user experiences. The ideal candidate is passionate about mobile app development has a

strong eye for design and thrives in a collaborative team environment.Responsibilities:

Develop and maintain crossplatform mobile applications using the Flutter framework.

Collaborate with designers to implement pixelperfect UI designs and smooth animations.

Work closely with backend developers to integrate mobile apps with backend services and

APIs. Optimize app performance and responsiveness across different devices and screen

sizes. Write clean maintainable code and adhere to coding standards and best practices.

Conduct code reviews and provide constructive feedback to peers. Stay updated with the

latest trends and best practices in mobile app development. Troubleshoot and debug issues

and provide timely resolutions to technical problems.Requirements: Bachelors degree in

Computer Science Engineering or a related field (or equivalent work experience). Proven

experience as a mobile app developer with a strong focus on Flutter development. Solid

understanding of Dart programming language and Flutter framework. Experience with state

management solutions such as Provider or Bloc. Knowledge of mobile app architecture patterns

such as MVC MVVM or Redux. Familiarity with RESTful APIs and asynchronous programming.
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Strong problemsolving skills and attention to detail. Excellent communication and

collaboration skills.Benefits and Perks:Competitive salary and bonus

structure.Comprehensive health and wellness benefits.Opportunities for professional

development and growth.Flexible work arrangements including remote work options.Employee

recognition programs and a collaborative team environment.Remote Work : No
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